
 
 

Working until 2am, scores of volunteers weigh rice and 

dried beans, count tins of sardines, packets of biscuits 

and bottles of cooking oil before carefully packing food 

parcels destined for families devastated by Typhoon 

Haiyan. 

It is a daunting task: fill an entire truck with 11kg relief 

packages, each put together by hand. In spite of the late 

finish, work resumes at first light in the small compound 

of the National Council of Churches of the Philippines 

(NCCP), in Manila. 

With the roar of trains passing nearby every few minutes 

and in the heat of an airless warehouse, volunteers 

measure out portions of rice. Outside in the compound, others stuff plastic shopping bags beneath 

bunting hung up to celebrate the NCCP’s 50th anniversary. Typhoon Haiyan has put a damper on the 

party and the celebrations will be low-key, out of respect for those who lost their lives. 

Around midday, the last of the 1700 parcels for families of up to seven travels down the human chain to 

be hauled onto a truck. And with a cheer from the volunteers, the truck leaves the gate, its cargo 

destined for the eastern island province of Samar where the typhoon made landfall. It follows two 

previous trucks bearing a total of 3300 parcels, all of which have been distributed to families most in 

need. 

The combination of high winds, huge volume of rainwater and sea surges on November 8 left Samar 

badly affected. Across the entire length of its route, Haiyan hit some 11.5 million Filipinos including over 

half a million forced from their homes, according to the United Nations. 

Presbyterian Disaster Assistance’s mission partner, NCCP, is one of five organizations taking part in a 

$14m ACT (Action by Churches Together) Alliance appeal for relief work. ACT Alliance has set up a 

coordination office in Manila and will take part in UN cluster meetings over the coming weeks. 
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A HELPING HAND FOR SURVIVORS  

NCCP expanded its existing relief stockpiles in response to the severity of the typhoon and urges 

continued financial support from donors. “The destruction is greater than we can accommodate. 

Goodness, it’s hard for us. But NCCP goes to the areas 

that might not get visited because they’re remote or in 

the interior,” said Khristianne Lineses.  Lineses not only 

oversees the volunteers, but takes seriously his role to 

motivate them. His enthusiasm is boundless. “Of course, 

I want to help the volunteers enjoy what they’re doing. 

It’s not only that they are here to help pack, they are our 

partners. Just as the people affected are not just 

beneficiaries, they are our fellows, our brethren.” 

Lineses stays firm to the commitment of NCCP. “Our 

vision is to help people in need and give them enough to 

continue their lives. With a week’s worth of food, they can concentrate on re-building their homes and 

families. A big bag gives them time to sustain their needs for the coming week. We know recovery is a 

long process.” 

Two nurses, Innah Abesamiss and Cyrire Agor, came straight from night shifts at hospital to spend their 

day off packing at the compound. “Nurses don’t earn much in the Philippines and we can’t help 

financially but this is what we can give at the moment: our time and our energy,” Abesamiss says. 

With them are scores of young Carmenite missionaries who answered NCCP’s call for help. “It is our way 

of standing in solidarity with the people who we know are really suffering. Thanks for the invitation to 

help,” Sister Rosie says. 

Filipino culture specifically promotes the idea of lending a hand in tough times. 

Minnie Anne Calub, who heads the NCCP emergency programme, says the church networks run deep in 

the Philippines. “Whenever we have an emergency, we call on member churches, church youth 

organisations and their networks, as well as ecumenical connections – often using social media - for 

volunteers.” They also have good relations with the Roman Catholic church too. 

Her eldest daughter, Trianne Calub, 17, came after school to help fill the bags. “It’s very inspiring to see 

all these people,” Minnie Anne Calub says of the team. “It gives us inspiration that despite the lean staff 

of our secretariat, we have a vast number of volunteers and networks willing to help.” 

It will take around 18 hours for the trucks to arrive in Samar by road and ferry. Already Calub has started 

negotiating with an airline to fly the next relief packages out. The task of assembling the next 5000 packs 

has already begun. 
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